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ABSTRACT 

Secure Automated Money Transfer Protocol for Trusted Centers is a web based project which is used pays the user’s 

bill automatically on mentioned date.  Using this proposed system the users can pay their dues without late fee.  Now 

a day the user has to pay lots of payment for internet, mobile, insurance, EB. Etc.  These payments are available in 

online.  But in some occasions the user can’t make their payment on mentioned date.  So the user as to pay some 

penalty fee for late. To avoid these things this project provides a new space to transact the amount in secure way.  In 

order to pay the amount the user has to register their name and account details with the bank and the user should set 

the payment bill date.  So that the vendor can receive their bills from the users account by automatic money transfer. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Naïve Bayes, NEFT 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Automated Fund Transfer between the billers/ banks or any other 3rd party for single customer or profitmaking 

business requirement is of highest position today. Complexity in software 

skillsthroughaccompanyingprogressivedissimilarsubtractingplanning and framework difficulties for all-in-one 

incorporation with interoperability and superior safety. It offered that shopper difficulties are compelling groups to 

deliver online facilities. Whereas forecasting the forthcoming of e-banking, underscored that the leading banks would 

endure to revolutionize in examination pushing with fresher techniques and embracing of different technologies. In 

near upcoming, online banking, as it has happening previously, as it has in progress already, would developed 

permeating in environment. 

 

Online automated fund transmission n between two end users banks can only be smoothed if all of them have 

reciprocally approved to a set of conventions. This common arrangement may encompass involvement of particular 

private evidence or acquaintance of letterings and procedures, which can more comprise adjustment of remaining 

systems, be in the right place to separable banks. The proposed system cracks to current arrangement for virtual 

protected inter banking money transmission with slight allocation of reserved data of discrete users between banking 

sector. Simultaneously, the exertion to eradicate the predictability of complete refurbishing of existing construction 

and framework for resounding out its carrying out challenges. 

 

About the Project 

In this project the user can schedule the payment process only once in their dashboard and it will get done on or before 

the payment due date automatically for every month.  It helps the common users those who don’t have net facility 

every and the people who don’t want to track their billing cycle for every month. If an individual bank anticipates to 

maintenance likeminded fund allocation instruments through all further banks, it has to schedule with a huge quantity 

of third party service providers.  The overall arrangement administration thus develops disorderly with probabilities 

of safety measures.  Since, the sharing bank may force to interpretation its complex trustworthy data or approaches to 

a number of third party administrations. 
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Scope of the Project 

The scope of this project to enable the digital transactions for all the users with one-time user registration or interaction 

(scheduling).  This enables the end user no need to login for each and every month and also for each billing cycle of 

every month.  Since the transaction is done by the bank side itself it will be more secured and trustworthy. 

 

Applicability 

Since it is a web based project it can be used or implemented anywhere in order to reduce the manual work load for 

each people.  This project can be implemented and the users who opted for net banking can use this project without 

any difficulties.  

 

2. OBJECTIVE 

Study of present backgrounds exposes that such supply transmissions are frequently completed concluded third party 

dependable examination sources and the banks have to sustain a high cost for the transmission and possibly will take 

continued time for substantiation and substantiation. The contributing banking establishments in the transmission 

development also require to approve on a individual set of procedures for availing operational fund transmission 

amenities providing both the celebrations complicated in the transfer must have an interpretation with whichever of 

the banks.  

 

3. NEED FOR STUDY 

If an individual bank anticipates to maintenance likeminded fund allocation instruments through all further banks, it 

has to schedule with a huge quantity of third party service providers. These varieties the full development complex in 

order to keep pathway of and preserve. The overall arrangement administration thus develops disorderly with 

probabilities of safekeeping conciliation. Since, the sharing bank may obligate to interpretation its complex 

trustworthy data or approaches to a number of third party administrations. This may also demand changing their 

present architecture with broad refurbishment, which might be exclusive and may sustain vast charges. According to 

this background, the system need to talk this with adequate safety and interoperability requirements to afford a 

platform autonomous agenda for any investment organization to sign up with the development. 

 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the present economy, cash has advanced to electronic or computerized structure notwithstanding its actual structure 

as token or paper structure. Schoter et al introduced an outline of existing frameworks that carry out cash in advanced 

structures. They expounded Internet based instalment conventions, net-cash, net-check, miniature instalments while 

tending to the security worries with the need of productivity and speed in advanced asset moves. 

 

Diwakar et al asserted that Indian financial frameworks follow more friendly managing an account with many branches 

and banking activities are more branch-driven not at all like created nations where concentrated banking is common. 

They introduced an expense effective web driven endeavour level advanced data framework model that can give 

moment admittance to the whole exchange level information for the bank for choice help and capable business 

processes. In another exploration commitment, Diwakar et al showed that Indian financial framework is as yet passing 

the incipient phase of Internet banking. The parts of Indian banks need to change the branches into advancement of 

business advancement with working of more prominent client relationship. 

 

Schäfer et al followed an agreement based way to deal with broaden the traditional Web administration exchange 

coordination engineering and foundation for supporting adaptable pay activities. Exchange remuneration replaces a 

unique conjured however bombed activity, by either fixing the aftereffects of the first activity or giving comparable 

abilities as the first one. Liao et al have placed accentuation on the predictable advancement of cash and banking moving 

to the internet. In another examination work, they exhibited the mounting need of administration quality ascribes in 
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Internet saving money with nonappearance of up close and personal contacts, as Internet banking varies altogether from 

conventional physical banking. Alzomai et al introduced the desire of advancement of further developed security and 

trustworthiness of web based banking to forestall man-in-the-center assaults. 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The financial framework has been confronting difficulties with fierce opposition and progression of innovation. So the 

banks, world over, have been successfully conveying data and correspondence innovation as an essential asset to 

accomplish speed, effectiveness, cost decrease, client support and upper hand. Innovation banking administrations offer 

worth to clients giving them anyplace, whenever and at any rate banking. For sure, electronic based plans of action are 

supplanting ordinary financial framework and practically every one of the banks are changed business process plans 

and client relationship the board systems. Innovation banking gives a particular sorts of administrations like Internet 

banking, portable banking, RTGS and NEFT which are generally utilized for store move. As clients become more 

refined, it becomes fundamental for banks to consider the utilization of innovation to react their evolving necessities. It 

is a need of banks should attract themselves every one of the complexities with respect to innovatively undated means 

to decide the ways that will the clients to profit greatest advantages. The financiers should zero in on the boundaries on 

which they need to improve and spread the consciousness of innovation banking items and administrations to every 

single part of the general public. 

 

Methodology 

In this proposed system the payment is done by the bank side itself. To make payment automatically the user has to 

register his account and billing details with banking in order to pay the amount on mentioned date. The billing alert is 

send to the user and also the bank official for the user who registered their detail with the bank. Since the details are 

shared with the bank officials they can make payment to their clients on a particular date. This web application is to 

make payment to the users monthly billing.  The user can view the users billing should be paid automatically every 

month. i.e the billing amount of user should be paid without the user interaction in this application securely.  The 

banking admin should pay the users monthly bills from his/her bank account. 

 

Architecture Diagram 

 
Figure 1.  System Architecture 

 

The system architecture shows that the bond between the bank server, people and merchant. In order to create a bond 

between the seller and bank customer, the bank customer has to send a request to the bank. The bank will authorize 

the given request in order to make the future transaction automated. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper has clearly achieved the proposed system in order to achieve the automated fund transfer technology with 

more security. In the proposed system the end user can add the biller information securely to their portfolio. The Banker 
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and Biller has to approve the end user request to share the billing and payment details. At the time of confirmation itself 

the system enables the users to share the billing and payment details more securely. The naïve bayes algorithm enables 

secured and valid payment information to the authorized end users. 
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